ON Malcolm:
Malcolm’s pedigree reflects many of the very best German Shepherd Dogs of
the last decade.
ROM = REGISTER OF MERIT.
The number of ROM (Register of Merit) dogs listed on a pedigree are
testimony to the depth of quality animals making up that pedigree.
Register of Merit indicates the dog bearing ROM behind his/her name has
produced a specific number of Champions and qualifiers to earn the title
SELECT = RANKING OF THAT DOG IN THE COUNTY
The title of Select indicates those dogs were given a “SELECT RATING” at the
American or Canadian National Specialty Show
The Select title indicates that dog is ranked in the top tier of German
Shepherds in the country.
The number behind the Select title indicates if
the dog is number 1,2,3, etc.in the Country.
BIS = The dog won Best in Show at all Breed show over every other Breed
exhibited at that show.
This is a very difficult win for German Shepherd Dogs – Sight For Sore Eyes
had multiple Best In Show Wins - Malcolm is line Bred on Sight For Sore
Eyes.
OFA - Registered with the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals and is given a
number
Many of the ancestors on Malcolm’s pedigree bear the OFA title = dogs bearing
an OFA number are known to be free of Hip Dysplasia
TITLES
Malcolm is an American Kennel Club Champion
Malcolm completed his title in two weekends (this is very unusual)
including winning an All Breed Group 3 first time shown indoors at all breed
show
Malcolm was Reserve Futurity Winner
Malcolm was Reserve Maturity Winner
Malcolm is OFA Hips and Elbows
Malcolm has a gentle nature and is non-aggressive but a very good watch dog.

Malcolm is black and red and mirrors his great-grandsire’s breed type, rich
pigmented, dark eyes, sound in his movement coming and going with an very
good extended, ground
Covering gait.
legs.

He has very good feet, and pastern with good straight

